
TRAINING GUIDE:
STRENGTH AND

CONDITIONING FOR RIDERS

PHYSICAL QUALITIES  &

TRAINING METHODS

Training to get in shape for riding can be a tough task.  Riding is a very diverse

sport, and it’s physically challenging while also demanding a high degree of

skill - and that's rare.  This guide will help you get the best results from your

training time and make you stronger, fitter, safer, and faster on the bike.

You Need to Get Stronger
Getting stronger makes everything you do on the bike

easier.  A stronger rider can stand up longer and control the

bike better.  A stronger rider is also a more durable rider,

avoiding injuries and extending the riding career.
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Your Conditioning Needs to

Match How You Ride
If you're a recreational trail and track rider you should focus

on improving Aerobic Work Capacity.  If you race or hit the

trails hard, your conditioning should include both Aerobic

and Anaerobic training.

You Need to Have a Plan

Set goals that address your specific physical needs and

create a  plan to incrementally attack these goals.  This is

training.  Training will always bring you better results than

random exercise without any plan.

You Need to Pay Attention

to Recovery
In order to get strong, fit, and fast you must allow your body

to recover from your training and riding.  Eat a diet rich in

whole foods with lots of protein.  Drink plenty of water.  Get

7-8 hours of sleep a night.  Recovery = improvement!

STRENGTH
Best trained with barbells using

compound lifts:  Squat, deadlift,

overhead press, bench press.  3

sets of 5 reps, moderate to heavy

weight, 3x a week.

The more seat time the better for

aerobic conditioning!  Running,

rowing, cycling, swimming are

also good.  20 minutes plus, heart

rate in the 65-80% range.

AEROBIC WORK

CAPACITY

ANAEROBIC WORK

CAPACITY
Best trained with short, very

intense work periods followed by

longer rest periods.  Sprinting,

rowing/cycling/airdyne sprints, or

pushing a weight sled work best.

1:5+ work to rest ratio, 5-10 rounds.
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